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Is career guidance important for all children? Why or
why not?
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Maria
Career guidance try to attract a talented workforce to the
company.

Musa
Career guidance help one's discipline to enable them grow their
talent

Mercy
Lack of knowledge and awareness about a career can make
guidance hard.

individuals have to know what they want to focus on and make
research about it in order for career guidance to be helpfull

― ANONYMOUS

FALINDA
No, it paves way for the rejections and disapproval of the
involvements.

Peter
Career guidance is important to children because it makes
someone to change his/her behaviour.

ABBO
Helps children grab clear understanding of situations in all
perspectives.

it has helped children overcome career related barriers.
― ANONYMOUS

Mary
Dif�culty in measuring success.

Rose

career guidance help to resolve career disputes between parents
and children.

NAMULONDO
Career guidance helps an individual to plan goals and how to
achieve them.

Mercy
There is lack of �exibility , many people are un a ware of career
strategies.

individuals should be �exible while choosing career options.
― ANONYMOUS

KATONO
It builds up work related activities stronger at work

Faith
It help children explore various career options.

career guidance can give up to date information about different
careers. ― ANONYMOUS

NAKATU
Yes , It helps you grow and expand the required skills and
abilities that much various career roles.

Oliver
It also helps you �nd the special characteristic of the employees.

Piece
No, career guidance sometime has dif�culty in measuring career
success.
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If the career guidance is delivered in a good way that helps out the
children, do you think it could be a good thing though? Maybe

poitning people into careers they didn't realise they could do or
even existed! ― ANONYMOUS

SHADIYA
Children are given a chance to explore various career options.

Absolutely 💯. ― KIWUDHU ABBEY

Joy
Career guidance improves decision making in real life as time
unfolds,

KISAKYE
It help children in overcoming career obstacles such as
unemployment when they grow up.

Exactly, they are prepared enough for everything. ― ANONYMOUS

Janet. A
Career guidance help us as children to develop clear and
achievable career goals.

ALOWO
It provides information on different careers with detailed
information

Also it guides you in your professional front. ― ANONYMOUS

BALABA
IT BECOMES A DISADVANTAGE IF THE GOALS ARE
IMPROPERLY SET

De�nitely if the mentors are not well informed of what to advise
children ― ANONYMOUS

KIIRA
Encourages critical thinking skills

Especially when it comes to what kind of career they would choose
in future hence looking for all relevant info about that careers and

assessment ― KIWUDHU ABBEY

james.
It also helps children to manage a diverse range of problems like
low concentration levels and disagreement between parents and
children about career choices and school retention levels.

Gift
Career guidance help students understand their own self so they
can take an informed decisions about education.

Most de�nitely and in the event of choosing their next step in life
― KIWUDHU ABBEY

Patience
It help children resolve career disputes between them and
parents.

There's always contradicting interests by both the parents and
children ― KIWUDHU ABBEY

Sandra
It gives children the proper knowledge and approach to the
prospect and trends of different career clusters.

Alex
It helps children to be updated on all the career paths

Absolutely ― ANONYMOUS

Nabirye Bena
It gives respect to employee's feelings

Sure, especially when you see a child progress in their career
― ANONYMOUS

Nabwire Anna
It gives a clear career road map.

And also helps the child do what they love and have interest in.
― ANONYMOUS

SHARON
It helps children develop career goals.

How are these goals developed?@Sharon? ― ANONYMOUS

It helps children identify suitable careers that match their
skills,interests and personality traits. ― ANONYMOUS

Shakira
It gives children a clear career road map which helps children to
be on track and accomplish bene�cial outcomes.

Tendo Mary
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It helps in the guidance and assistance of aspirations , desires
and the objectives of growth

Great idea, which kind of growth do you mean please? Mental,
physical, spiritual or Social ? ― ANONYMOUS

I think both physical and mental because after all one is prepared
to know that the future is not that much bright as they think

― ANONYMOUS

Nakiranda Rose
It yields ef�cient career planning . It ensures the availability of
people with ef�cient skills and highly talented employees.

Cynthia
Career guidance can help children make informed decisions
about their career choices.

Nathan
Career guidance gives a sense of direction in a career.

Great answer! ― ANONYMOUS

Nabwire Marion
It promotes good opportunities and a variety of outcomes

Yes especially when the child takes the right directions
― ANONYMOUS

Sowari
Career guidance is much signi�cant part of everyone's life today

maaka
It directly relate to career goals and ambitions

WEBOMBESA
No, career guidance may lack �exibility and can be time bond.

emma
career guidance can help develop self development and job
satisfaction

Nicola
Career guidance can be helpful if done in a way that encourages
people to explore options and not in a way that pushes people
towards any particular career. 

It's helpful to know what you need to do to get the job you want
and what that job would involve you doing.

It's also good to know what your current skills and interests
might help you to be suited for.

MADINA N.
yes, it builds self-con�dence and take ownership of professional
lives.

Good career guidance should involve thinking about resources
as well as what the learner has the ability to do. That way a child
can �nd new goals that are still realistic.

Fabian
Career guidance is important if done well. Sometimes people
give fake guidance and make children aim for careers that they
don't have the grades in i.e. doctor

Gina
What about if you get career guidance and could become a
doctor because you have that caring heart and good science
grades but you don't have the funds to achieve your dream. Will
it not make you too discouraged?

Olupot.M
Improves ones con�dence in everything they are doing 

Career guidance enables one to be examplary and looked at as a
role model by others

At a young age@Aloput? ― ANONYMOUS
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Muya.P
Improves on ones discipline through listening and acting
accordingly

Enhances creativity and innovativeness based on the challenges
faced in an area

Moses. O
It enables one gain critical thinking of doing something.

Enables in good and proper decision making

Helps one gain skills like listening skills and communication
skills 

Anonymous
Career guidance enable people to choose careers that match
their interests, skills and passion. This also enhances ef�ciency
at work since the job is being done by someone passionate and
skillful about it.

Anonymous
Through career guidance, learners are able to be guided well to
choose a career especially at crossroads i.e when you don't have
tuition to go for higher education and yet to achieve your goal,
you need to. Career guidance comes in to support you both
mentally and psychologically to be able to choose what's best for
you at that particular moment

Joshua
It's so important, because helps in making an informed decision
for example in Uganda,the education system changed and what
people learnt 2001 in S2 is no the same children are learning
now in 2023 in the same class.

I addition it helps them to have best job careers in their life time

Anonymous
Career guidance helps children make informed decisions about
their career.

Career guidance also enables children to have a better view and
perception of what they're planning to do or what their passion
calls for 

Nakatu
Yes!!😊 having a career guidance willing give you clarity and
assurance when selecting the right profession for you.

Monica
Career guidance helps students to be aware of different Career
opportunities

Liz uganda �
No , you may not be able to �nd a position in your chosen �eld.

If that happens, would career guidance help to �nd positions in
other �elds that might have lots more availbility, or even to re-

train in different �elds? ― ANONYMOUS

Mukose Artisum
No!! The job market may change drastically before you graduate.

It de�nitely changes a lot, you're right. Couldn't career guidance
help with that? ― ANONYMOUS

Yes it encourages critical thinking skills in
the children...Nabwire uganda �

Mercy
No, it chains the children to a certain path and they donot get to
fully explore other options

That's an important worry. Do you think good career guidance
could do something different? ― ANONYMOUS

Jovin
Every child needs career guidance as many seem to have to want
future dreams that seems impossible for them but through
guidance career wise, they are redirected in a right away.

Absolutely ― ANONYMOUS

If it wasn't career guidance,some of us would not be where we
are now, so it is very important and everyone else needs it.

Nakatu
Career guidance can help students to �nd the right career path
for themselves

Great answer Nakatu, But what happens when the path becomes a
wrong one? ― ANONYMOUS



its very rare ― ANONYMOUS

Kanakulya
proper guidance helps children or students to achieve their
goals

amina
 it helps children to know the strength and weakness of a
desired course or �eld

philimon
yes, career guidance is important because it gives more
knowledge and relevance of a desired course to the children.

Careers guidance helps children to choose
the right subjects to study to achieve their
dreams

※※※※※※
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